
People get uncomfortable with hierarchy, with some things being above other things.
Wherever we see hierarchy, we want to tamp it down. We believe that we prefer
everything to be egalitarian, everything to be equal. We commit ourselves and one
another to equal opportunity. But we also wonder whether we should also see equal
outcomes. Things accumulate: leaves in the corners, dirt in the rugs, power in the
leader, and wealth in the hands of the smart, fortunate, blessed, or greedy. Wind blows
the sand dunes higher. We want to flatten them all out.

Yet God wove hierarchy into the design of the world
in which we live. God’s design has typologies and
patterns, examples of which exist at hierarchical
levels. A leaf, twig, branch, and entire tree all have
tree-like structures. No one would say the leaf is as
great as the tree. They instead relate hierarchically,
the leaf depending on the tree but the tree arising
out of many leaves. Similarly, a mountain arises

from many boulders, which each arise from many bits of much stone. Each is like the
other but clearly in hierarchical order. The bit of stone doesn’t raise itself up over the
mountain. Even socially, the individual, with head above and body below, behaves in
ways like a family, which behaves in ways like a community, which behaves in ways
like a city, state, or nation. A loving act makes for a loving marriage makes for a
loving family makes for a loving community. The authority of one combines with the
authority of several to grant a leader the authority of hundreds or thousands.

As egalitarian as Christianity is, it nonetheless incorporates and subsumes, rather than
flattens and rejects, these hierarchies. Jesus came to save the world, to save sinners
who without him are lost. Jesus’s offer of salvation flips worldly hierarchies on their
head. The Pharisee has no advantage, and instead serious disadvantage, in evaluating
Jesus’s ultimately magnanimous and eternally significant offer. The Pharisee’s pride
causes him to reject Jesus’s offer, while the hopelessly sodden sinner embraces it
gladly. Yet Christianity doesn’t flatten all hierarchies. It instead subjects them all to the
authority of Christ. The nation must be Christ’s disciple just as must the state, city,
neighborhood, family, and individual. All levels of the hierarchy are accountable to
Christ. But Christ doesn’t destroy all hierarchy. Kings and governors, fathers and
mothers, priests and penitents, each have their own place in God’s hierarchical design.
None are any less accountable because of their position in the hierarchy.


